MESSAGES. Today we are going to work very hands-on on the messages you have
been preparing yesterday. But let’s start by looking at messaging from some
different perspectives.

Yesterday was the anniversary of 9/11.
Today is Wednesday 12 September. What is the world's media going to be talking
about today - even if they should be talking about the Assad government's
preparations for an assault on Idlib in northern Syria, which could see millions of
refugees heading for Turkey?
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That type of messaging, along with imagery to back it up, is of course on the axis
of marketing/advertising, but you may want your message also to be short,
snappy, even cute (apparently kittens do well on social media for instance), and
amenable to headline writers in newspapers and even TV.

That is not our main aim today, but it is worth remembering that busy decisionmakers have little time, may have short attention spans due to a packed
schedule, so you should aim for short and snappy messages that go straight to
the heart of the matter – backed up by concrete texts that are concise and in the
form of language the targeted actor can use – it should be “ready to use”.
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Back in 2012-13, the second and third years of the Forum, we not only drew up the first
strategy, and the statutes, even before that we lobbied (before there was a Secretariat),
so that the Steering Committee would have regular meetings with the European
Commissioner, we would send short, clear statements to the Commissioner, followed up
by face-to-face meetings, and here are three of the achievements where we were
successful (triggered by IPA policy paper in the case of the civil society facility).
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NGO Messaging
The same applied to writing a press release. My main objective when writing a
press release was to convey a message for governments to act upon, and to
maximise the chance that journalists and editors would use the press release
word for word. They shouldn’t do so, but many did.
That was when I was TI Communications Director. I would be amazed when I
would write a press release, and see not only the text of the press release, but
the headline appear as drafted in newspapers across the world – in French,
Russian, German, English, and translated literally into many more languages.
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That is about messaging and advocacy. Today we have a session on advocacy and
a session on messaging, but of course the two go hand in hand. You cannot work
on messages without considering where the message will go …
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Timing: Change of Commission/Parliament in 2019
Contacts/entry points (persons/positions and timing)
EU officials are very busy, as are other actors you are likely to target, and it is
essential to make recommendations at the right point in the decision-making
process.
Not only is it important to make an intervention at the right time in the
policy process, it is also important to set and communicate clear objectives, and a
well-formulated policy recommendation with a precise understanding of when
and how the recommendation can be introduced.
It is important to correctly identifying and then targeting those who are
actually drafting a policy, or who are well-placed to introduce amendments to a
policy draft, and to address them at a time when a decision or policy is about to
be formulated or addressed.
Show an understanding of existing research and analysis, and the policy context
(competing political priorities that might conflict with your initiative)
Be constructive and proactive, and very concrete (for example, not merely saying
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the EU should spend more money, but rather explaining how and where the EU
should spend more, on a given issue, the added value and impact, etc.).
Consider delivering your message with third-party endorsements for a policy (oped/speech by supportive politician, analysis in FT by influential opinion-shaper,
key Foreign Minister’s speech)
Also consider effective co-ordination with own country’s government where your
positions align.
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We all worked on messages yesterday, but how many do we have here who
worked on each of the following?
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Let’s split into to two, or if enough, three groups.
Take messages from day one, and work with them to answer these points:
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Let’s have another round working on the messages to ensure we have clarity on the
objectives, target audience, how the message should be used, and who are the targeted
audiences and other stakeholders enaged on this issue?
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When we have the messages ready, let’s do a role-play with each group (your
group provides one person who will communicate the message, from the other
groups we will have the target audience plus one other stakeholder).
In each case, who are the stakeholders? Who are the target audiences?
Let’s set up a small roundtable discussion, where we have:
Civil Society Forum
Target audience(s), one of whom will manage the meeting (usually, that is how it
works in practice)
Other stakeholders
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After the three role-plays, let’s work in the groups again and address the following:

What adjustments do we need to make to the messages?
How much is tone (winning over your contacts, being constructive)?
How much is content (adding evidence-driven new data, adding value with
powerful, clearly stated arguments)?
How much is soundbite/media-savvy (e.g. such that it could be used by your
target audience, e.g. influential politicians/European Commissioners in a
keynote, agenda-setting speech)?
How much is context-sensitive (where you are meeting, and in what context –
face-to-face or roundtable with lots of stakeholders)?
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